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Approximate Bayesian inference by importance sampling derives probabilistic statements
from a Bayesian network, an essential part of evidential reasoning with the network and an
important aspect of many Bayesian methods. A critical problem in importance sampling on
Bayesian networks is the selection of a good importance function to sample a network’s
prior and posterior probability distribution. The initially optimal importance functions
eventually start deviating from the optimal function when sampling a network’s posterior
distribution given evidence, even when adaptive methods are used that adjust an impor-
tance function to the evidence by learning. In this article we propose a new family of
Refractor Importance Sampling (RIS) algorithms for adaptive importance sampling under
evidential reasoning. RIS applies ‘‘arc refractors” to a Bayesian network by adding new arcs
and reﬁning the conditional probability tables. The goal of RIS is to optimize the impor-
tance function for the posterior distribution and reduce the error variance of sampling.
Our experimental results show a signiﬁcant improvement of RIS over state-of-the-art
adaptive importance sampling algorithms.
 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
The Bayesian Network (BN) [1] formalism is one of the dominant representations for modeling knowledge and uncertainty
in intelligent systems [2,3]. Popular applications can be found in areas of expert systems, decision support systems, bioin-
formatics, medicine, image processing, and information retrieval. A BN is a probabilistic graphical model of a joint probability
distribution over a set of statistical variables and their probabilistic independence relationships. By utilizing these relation-
ships, the posterior probability distribution can be efﬁciently calculated for evidential reasoning to answer probabilistic queries
about the variables and their inﬂuences.
Evidential reasoning by exact probabilistic inference is NP-hard [4]. Exact inference for belief updating [1] is only efﬁcient
for networks of limited complexity [5] and is not feasible for large or complex models. Approximations are also NP-hard [6].
However, approximate methods have so-called anytime [7] and anywhere [8] properties that make them preferable over ex-
act methods for realistic large-scale BN applications.
Stochastic simulation algorithms, stochastic sampling orMonte Carlo (MC) methods, form one of the most prominent classes
of approximate inference algorithms [3]. Logic sampling [9] was the ﬁrst and simplest sampling algorithm proposed. Likeli-
hood weighting [10] was designed to overcome the poor performance of logic sampling under evidential reasoning with un-
likely evidence. Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) [11,12] methods form another important group of stochastic sampling. All rights reserved.
@cs.fsu.edu (R. van Engelen).
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pling [17], and quasi-MC [18] methods generate random samples from uniform distributions to improve sampling results.
Approximate Bayesian inference algorithms based on importance sampling [19] are among the most frequently used.
Examples are Self Importance Sampling (SIS) and Heuristic Importance Sampling [20]. Importance sampling algorithms differ
in the choice of importance function that deﬁnes the sampling distribution. The closer the importance function is to the actual
distribution (with the possible exception of heuristics to support thicker tails [21]), the better the performance of sampling
to yield good convergence results in acceptable time [12]. A well-known problem is that the importance functions, which are
all initially based on the prior distribution, eventually start diverging from the exact posterior distribution under evidential
reasoning. The error variance of importance sampling may signiﬁcantly increase when evidence variables are instantiated
and the distribution’s prior (in) dependence relations change to posterior (in) dependence relations.
To address this problem, one approach is to approximate the posterior conditional probability distribution bymini-bucket
elimination [22], see for example [23,24]. Dynamic Importance Sampling (DIS) [25,26] extends this approach by using proba-
bility trees [27], that leverages the context-speciﬁc independence relations, and by reﬁning the approximated conditional
probability tables (CPTs) of a Bayesian network during sampling.
Other advances in importance sampling are based on learning methods to learn an importance function under evidential
reasoning, e.g. adaptive IS [28] and Adaptive Importance Sampling (AIS-BN) [29], or methods that directly compute an impor-
tance function based on the prior distribution and the evidence, e.g. Evidence Pre-propagation Importance Sampling (EPIS-BN)
[30,31]. For learning, both SIS and AIS-BN adapt the importance function by making quantitative adjustments to the CPTs of
the BN using a particular CPT learning algorithm. However, it has been shown [32] that CPT learning does not sufﬁce to match
the adjusted importance function to the posterior distribution, because the divergence error of all CPT learning-based impor-
tance functions are bounded from below.
More recently, restructuring methods for adaptive importance sampling that change both the network structure and CPTs
have been proposed. In [31] a factorization algorithm is described2 that adjusts the BN structure to further reduce the error
variance of importance sampling under evidential reasoning. Also DIS [25,26] restructures the potential functions through the
variable elimination process. However, a drawback of network restructuring is that potentially many new arcs can be intro-
duced. This is especially problematic for large networks, because the complexity of the network topology may be signiﬁcantly
increased and this can lead to large CPTs. The number of table entries for a vertex is exponential in the in-degree of the vertex.
In this article we present a new family of arc refractor methods for adaptive importance sampling algorithms that prevent
an arc explosion after network restructuring, while ensuring that the importance function still closely approximates the pos-
terior distribution. We show that even a small number of arc refractors can lead to a signiﬁcant improvement of importance
sampling under evidential reasoning. Our technique, Refractor Importance Sampling (RIS), locally modiﬁes the network struc-
ture by way of ‘‘refracting” arcs incident to evidence vertices away to a subset of the ancestors of the evidence vertices. RIS
attempts to closely approximate the importance sampling function of the posterior distribution and, as a consequence, the
error variance of RIS is not bounded from below. Our preliminary investigation has shown that RIS yields better convergence
results in most cases [32].
An additional beneﬁt of RIS is that it can effectively reduce the negative effects of sample rejection, a well-known problem
of importance sampling on BN with non-strictly positive distributions [29,33]. To approach this problem, we use a RIS-based
network modiﬁcation to propagate zero probabilities in CPTs upwards to the roots of the network to ﬁlter invalid samples
more efﬁciently.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the theoretical basis for importance sampling on
BN with RIS. The family of restructuring methods for adaptive importance sampling based on RIS arc refractors is presented
in Section 3. Section 4 augments the RIS approach by limiting sample rejection when sampling non-strictly positive BN. An
empirical validation of the approach is given in Section 5, using synthetic and real-world BNs. We compare RIS with other
related work in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 summarizes our results and conclusions.
2. Preliminaries
We start with the theoretical basis of the BN formalism and importance sampling on BN, see also [1,3,19,21,33].
2.1. Bayesian networks
We use uppercase letters for variables and lowercase letters for the states of the variables. Boldface letters are used for
sets of variables (vertices), arcs, or states. The relation X? Y represents a directed arc between two vertices X and Y in a
graph G. The reﬂexive, transitive closure ! of the arc relation ? represents directed paths between vertices in G.
Deﬁnition 1. A Bayesian network BN = (G,Pr) consists of a directed acyclic graph (DAG) G = (V,A) with vertices V, arcs
A # V  V, and a joint probability distribution Pr over the discrete random variables V (represented by the vertices of G). Pr
is deﬁned by2 We will refer to Algorithm 1 in [31] as the ‘‘factorization algorithm.”
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Y
V2V
PrðV jpðVÞÞ;where p(V) denotes the set of parents of a vertex V and the conditional probability tables (CPT) of the BN assign domain-spe-
ciﬁc probabilities to Pr(Vjp(V)) for all V 2 V.
The graph G induces the d-separation criterion [1], denoted by hX,YjZi, which means that X and Y are conditionally inde-
pendent in Pr given Z, i.e.hX;YjZi implies PrðX;YjZÞ ¼ PrðXjZÞPrðYjZÞ;
for all X, Y, Z # V.
Deﬁnition 2. Let BN = (G,Pr) be a Bayesian network. We deﬁne
 The combined parent set p(X) of X # V is deﬁned by p(X) =SX2Xp(X)nX.
 The ancestor set An() is the transitive closure of p() and contains all ancestors of a vertex. That is, An(X) is the set of ver-
tices Y such that there is a nonempty path Y! X in G.
 The combined ancestor set An(X) of X # V is deﬁned by An(X) =SX2XAn(X)nX.
 The mapping d : V! N denotes a topological order of the vertices. Thus, we have that Y 2 An(X) implies d(Y) < d(X).
 The ahead set Ah(Xjd) of a vertex X 2 Vwith respect to a topological order d is deﬁned by Ah(Xjd) = {Y 2 Vjd(Y) < d(X)}. Thus,
d(Y) < d(X) implies Y 2 Ah(Xjd).
We will use Pre to denote the posterior joint probability distribution given evidence e for evidence vertices E # V, such
that Pre(X) = Pr(Xje) for all X # V. This notion gives rise to the following deﬁnition that captures Pre by a BN.
Deﬁnition 3. Let BN = (G,Pr) be a Bayesian network with G = (V,A) and evidence e for variables E # V. A posterior BNe of the
BN is some (new) network deﬁned as BNe = (Ge,Pre) with graph Ge over variables VnE, such that BNe exactly models the
posterior joint probability distribution Pre.
An example of a posterior BNe is a belief-updated BN [1].
2.2. Importance sampling methods for Bayesian networks
The goal is to approximate the posterior probability distribution Pre, modeled by a BN given some evidence e, without
actually updating the BN to the posterior BNe, when the latter is too costly to compute with exact inference methods. Impor-
tance sampling is an effective alternative to numerical integration and has become the basis for many importance sampling-
based algorithms to estimate the prior Pr and posterior Pre from a BN. In this section, we brieﬂy discuss the theoretical basis
of importance sampling. For details see [19,21].
Consider the problem of approximating the integralE½gðXÞjp ¼
Z
X
gðxÞpðxÞdx; ð1Þwhere g(X) is an integrable function of X over domain X and p(X) is a probability density of X over X. In real applications, it
may be difﬁcult to sample from p. The basic idea of importance sampling is to draw from a distribution other than p, say f, in
certain way to reduce the variance of the sampling. Importance sampling approaches this problem by rewriting Eq. (1) intoE½gðXÞjp ¼
Z
X
gðxÞpðxÞ
f ðxÞ f ðxÞdx ð2Þwith f(X) a probability distribution of X over X, often referred to as the importance function. It should be easy to sample from
f(X) so that we can generate samples x1, . . . ,xN from f(X) and use the following sample-mean formulag^N ¼ 1N
XN
i¼1
gðxiÞwðxiÞ ð3Þwith importance weights wðxiÞ ¼ pðxiÞf ðxiÞ.
Assumption 1. The distribution f(X) is assumed to support p(X) on X. That is, "x 2X:p(x) > 0) f(x) > 0. Furthermore, it is
assumed that 00 ¼ 0 in wðxiÞ ¼ pðxiÞf ðxiÞ.
Almost surely g^N converges to E[g(X)jp] for large N, but the result may converge to the correct value very slowly when the
variance is high. The minimum variance [21] of g^N over all f(X) is given byVar½gðXÞwðXÞjf  ¼
Z
X
jgðxÞjpðxÞdx
 2

Z
X
gðxÞpðxÞdx
 2
ð4Þ
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X jgðxÞjpðxÞdx
: ð5ÞThe integral
R
X jgðxÞjpðxÞdx is computationally similar to the one we are pursuing, so Eq. (5) is of little practical value. Instead
we have to resort to heuristic strategies to design effective importance functions.
Importance sampling methods can be classiﬁed in three categories based on the choice of importance function, see also
[21]:
1. Static importance sampling methods estimate the prior distribution to deﬁne an importance function [9,10]. The impor-
tance function is unchanged under evidential reasoning to sample the posterior distribution.
2. Adaptive importance sampling methods adapt the importance function under evidential reasoning using a CPT learning
algorithm, e.g. adaptive IS [28], SIS [20], and AIS-BN [29].
3. Dynamic importance samplingmethods compute an importance function based on the prior distribution and evidence, e.g.
EPIS-BN [30,31], or calculated directly as in [24,25].
DIS [26] can be considered a combination of (2) and (3). Adaptive methods (2) use various CPT learning algorithms to
update the importance function. SIS [20] takes the weighted average of the prior CPT and sampled CPT for the update:Prðkþ1Þðv jpðVÞ; eÞ ¼ PrðvjpðVÞÞ þ kPr
0ðv jpðVÞ; eÞ
ðkþ 1Þ ; ð6Þwhere Pr0(vjp(V),e) is the updated CPT for V = v, which is calculated from samples in the current iteration k. The weight of the
estimated posterior CPT increases as the estimate improves over the prior CPT. AIS-BN [29] uses a different strategy for the
update:Prðkþ1Þðv jpðVÞ; eÞ ¼ PrðkÞðv jpðVÞ; eÞ þ gðkÞðPr0ðv jpðVÞ; eÞ  PrðkÞðvjpðVÞ; eÞÞ; ð7Þ
where Pr(k)(vjp(V),e) is the previously estimated posterior CPT, Pr0(vjp(V),e) is the updated CPT calculated from samples in
the current iteration k, and gðkÞ ¼ aðba Þk=kmax . Both a and b are predeﬁned positive constants, and kmax is the total number of
iterations.
The success of AIS-BN is due to two heuristics [21]: the -cutoff to replace small probabilities in the conditional proba-
bility tables by a larger  value, and by setting the probability distributions of the parents of evidence nodes to uniform. This
reduces the sampling error by assuring that the importance function has thicker tails than the actual posterior probability
distribution.
Dynamic methods (3) such as EPIS-BN use -cutoff and Loopy Belief Propagation (LBP) [34–38] to update the CPTs directly.
LBP converges faster than sampling if LBP does converge [30,31]. Another approach is direct calculation. However, in general,
calculating the posterior CPT exactly to determine the optimal importance function is typically too costly, thus approxima-
tion approaches like mini-bucket elimination [23,24] and probability tree pruning [25,26] are used to balance the cost and
accuracy.
2.3. A lower bound on the divergence error of the updated importance function
The divergence error of adaptive sampling methods that adjust the CPT to calculate the updated importance function is
bounded from below [32]. To analyze the error in importance sampling, we essentially create an approximation of BNe
that models the instantiated evidence vertices using updated CPTs that are used to calculate the updated importance func-
tion. Because all evidence vertices are ignored from further consideration, we refer to this network as the evidence-simpli-
ﬁed BN:
Deﬁnition 4. Let BN = (G,Pr) be a Bayesian network with G = (V,A) and evidence e for variables E # V. The evidence-
simpliﬁed BN is deﬁned by ESBNe ¼ G0e;cPre , with graph G0e ¼ ðVe;A0eÞ that excludes the evidence Ve = VnE, and
A0e ¼ fX ! Y 2 AjX;Y R Eg.
The joint probability distributioncPre derived by CPT learning on an ESBNe approximates the posterior distribution Pre that
we are actually interested in. Suppose we are somehow able to obtain the perfectly adjusted CPTs such that the divergence
error between cPre and Pre is minimal, which would mean thatcPreðV jpeðVÞÞ ¼ PrðV jpðVÞ; eÞ ð8Þ
for all V 2 V. The following theorem states this more formally.
Theorem 1. Let ESBNe = (Ge, Pre) be an evidence-simpliﬁed BN given evidence e for E # V. IfcPreðV jpeðVÞÞ ¼ PrðV jpðVÞ; eÞÞ for all
V 2 V, then the KL-divergence [39] between Pre and cPre is minimal and given by
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X
X2X
X
CfgðX;pðXÞÞ
Prðx;pðXÞjeÞ ln PrðxjpðXÞÞcPreðxjpeðXÞÞ
0
@
1
Aþ X
CfgðnðEÞÞ
PrðpðEÞjeÞ ln
Y
E2E
PrðejpðEÞÞ
0
@
1
A ln PrðeÞ ð9Þwith X = VnE.Proof. See Appendix A. h
By Theorem 1 the PostKLD is a lower bound that holds on the divergence of all sampling distributions Pr0e generated by
importance sampling algorithms that adjust the CPT, such as SIS, AIS-BN, and EPIS-BN. That is, the divergence error is
bounded from below by the PostKLDPostKLD ¼ IðPre;cPre;XÞ 6 IðPre;Pr0e;XÞ; ð10Þ
where I is the Kullback–Leibler information divergence [39] between two joint probability distributions P and Q over conﬁg-
urations of variables X deﬁned byIðP;Q ;XÞ ¼
X
CfgðXÞ
PðxÞ ln PðxÞ
QðxÞ : ð11ÞThe information divergence bounds the absolute maximum error of the approximation Q for PjPðxÞ  QðxÞj 6
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
2
IðP;Q ;XÞ
r
ð12Þfor any x 2 Cfg(X) [39]. Hence, by Theorem 1 and Eq. (12) we havejPreðxÞ cPreðxÞj 6
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
2
PostKLD
r
: ð13ÞThe PostKLD is zero, hence cPre ¼ Pre, when speciﬁc conditions are met as stated below.
Corollary 1. Let ESBNe ¼ ðGe;cPreÞ be an evidence-simpliﬁed BN given evidence e for E # V. If p(E) \ (VnE) =£ andcPreðV jpeðVÞÞ ¼ PrðV jpðVÞ; eÞÞ for all V 2 V, then cPre ¼ Pre.Proof. See Appendix B. h
Therefore, the optimal importance function that guarantees minimal error variance can only be obtained when all evi-
dence vertices are clustered as roots in G, assuming that an optimal CPT learning strategy can be devised that effectively con-
verges the CPTs to Eq. (8). Otherwise, the PostKLD is not guaranteed to be zero and optimal CPT learning methods will be
unsuccessful in minimizing the error variance.
3. A family of restructuring methods for adaptive importance sampling
In this section we introduce a new family of restructuring methods to reduce the error variance in adaptive importance
sampling on BN by practically eliminating the restrictive PostKLD lower bound on the divergence error with approximate
restructuring methods. The bound is theoretically eliminated with full RIS.
3.1. Optimal and efﬁcient adaptation of a BN to the posterior dependence structure
The problem with all approaches based on designing importance functions from modiﬁed CPTs is that under evidential
reasoning the dependence structure of the posterior distribution Pre cannot be generally matched by the approximated pos-
terior sampling distribution Pr0e, Thus, changing the CPTs is insufﬁcient [32]. This can be remedied by restructuring a BN to
allow the approximate Pr0e to approach the actual Pre given evidence e. A naïve way to accomplish this would be to produce a
densely structured BN by connecting X? Y for all d(X) < d(Y). However, dense BNs exhibit large CPTs and require more costly
computations. The size of a CPT for a vertex is exponential in the in-degree of the vertex. Restructuring methods such as the
factorization algorithm [31] and full RIS [32] may introduce many new arcs, thereby generating dense networks.
To address the importance sampling error variance problem without resorting to methods that require excessive compu-
tational costs, we introduce a family of efﬁcient and more optimal restructuring methods for adaptive importance sampling.
These methods allow the importance function to approach the posterior Pre. To facilitate BN restructuring we introduce ‘‘arc
refractors”, which strategically place additional arcs in a BN to model the inﬂuence of evidence on the sampling function.
First, we divide the non-evidence vertices of a BN into two classes according to their relationship with evidence vertices:
the ancestors of evidence vertices and those that are not.
H. Yu, R. van Engelen / International Journal of Approximate Reasoning 51 (2010) 800–819 805Theorem 2. Let BNe(Ge,Pre) be the posterior of a BN = (G,Pr) given evidence e for E # V. If X R An(E) for all X 2 VnE, then
Pre(XjAhe(Xjd)) = Pr(Xjp(X)). The evidence vertices in p(X) take conﬁgurations ﬁxed by e, that is Pr(Xjp(X)) =
Pr(Xjp(X)nE,e1, . . . , em) for all Ei 2 p(X) \ E.Proof. See [29]. h
Therefore, the CPTs of vertices that are not ancestors of evidence vertices can be used unchanged. For the remaining ver-
tices, we use d-separation to explore the inﬂuence of evidence. From Theorem 2 and by d-separation it follows that3 WePreðVÞ ¼
Y
V2V
PreðV jAheðV jdÞÞ ¼
Y
VRAnðEÞ
PrðV jpðVÞÞ
Y
V2AnðEÞ
PreðV jAheðV jdÞÞ: ð14ÞThe result of our arc refractor technique outlined below is to estimate Pre(VjAhe(Vjd)) in Eq. (14) from samples and use it to
improve the approximation Pr0e of the quantity Pre we seek. To make this objective tractable, we reduce the sampling state
space by the shield r(VjE) of vertex V given E, which is the minimal set3 r(VjE) # An(E) \ Ah(Vjd) of E’s ancestor vertices ahead
of V that are not already blocked by V’s parents, such that hV,Ah(Vjd)jp(V) [ r(VjE) [ {E}i. By d-separation and Eq. (14) this
guaranteesPreðVÞ ¼
Y
VRAnðEÞ
PrðV jpðVÞÞ
Y
V2AnðEÞ
PreðV jpðVÞ [ rðV jEÞÞ: ð15ÞFrom this it is clear that by estimating Pre(Vjp(V) [ r(VjE)) from importance samples, e.g. using SIS or AIS-BN, we can ap-
proach the optimal importance function and break the restrictive PostKLD lower bound on the divergence error of sampling.
A prerequisite for this is the structural adaptation of the BN by means of arc refractors to model Pre(Vjp(V) [ r(VjE)) for all
V 2 An(E) and subsequently for all evidence vertices E 2 E.
3.2. Parametric arc refractors
To reduce the network density possibly resulting from many new arcs, we present a parametric approach. Algorithms 1
and 2 implement a parametric form of the RIS arc refractor procedure using a level threshold LP 0 to select a subset
rL(VjE) # r(VjE) for the new parent set pe(V) = p(V) [ rL(VjE).
Note that there are two special cases. Firstly, RIS(L = 0) gives r0 =£, which corresponds to standard adaptive importance
sampling without restructuring, since the parent sets are unchanged pe(V) = p(V). Secondly, when RIS(L =1) we obtain the
full RIS of [32], i.e. r(VjE) = r1(VjE) to satisfy Eq. (15).
Algorithm 3 implements a variation of arc refractoring that restricts the restructuring to the parents of an evidence vertex
rather than all of its ancestors. This further limits the network density as desired but may negatively affect the accuracy of
the importance function.
Algorithm 1 computes rL(VjE) in O(jAj) worst-case time for any L, V and E, assuming An() takes unit time (e.g. using a
lookup table). Note that the shield rL(VjE) can be computed in advance for each V 2 V given evidence vertices E.
Algorithm 1. Parametric shield rL(VjE) of vertex V given evidence E.
Input: Vertex V 2 An(E), evidence vertex E 2 V, and level threshold LP 0
Output: Set of vertices S = rL(VjE)
Date: Queue of vertices Q
S £;
foreach X 2 Ah(Vjd) in reverse topological order d do
Q {X};
while Q–£ do
Y Q.pop ();
if Y = E then S S [ {X}; break;
if Y–V ^ Y R S ^ Y 2 AnðEÞ ^ kX! Yk < L then
Q.push (children (Y));
end
end
end
Algorithm 2 takes O(jVkAj) time if jEj  jVj, otherwise the time is O(jVj2jAj). The CPT of a vertex V is updated by populating
the expanded entries rL(VjE)n{V} using sampling data. This update incurs negligible overhead according to our experiments,
see Section 5.3. We use AIS-BN or SIS CPT learning steps Eqs. (6) and (7) to adapt the (extended) CPTs during the AIS-BN or
SIS sampling process. For the extended CPTs we duplicate the CPT entries to ﬁll the new entries, such that they are consistent
with the old entries and new parents. This is allowed because the new CPT is directly related to the old CPT [32].assume that Ahe = Ah when V’s indexing remains unchanged after observing the evidence.
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Input: BN = (G,Pr), evidence e for E # V, and RIS level threshold LP 0
Output: RIS(L) restructured BNe
foreach E 2 E in topological order d do
foreach V 2 An(E) do
pe(V) = p(V) [ rL(VjE);
remove arc V? E from G and expand the CPT of V to hold Pr0eðV jpeðVÞÞ;
end
endAlgorithm 3. Parent-set restricted RISp(L) level search procedure
Input: BN = (G,Pr), evidence e for E # V, and level threshold LP 0
Output: RISp(L) restructured BNe
foreach E 2 E in topological order d do
foreach V 2 p(E)/* restrict to parents of E*/ do
pe(V) = p(V) [ rL(VjE);
remove arc V? E from G and expand the CPT of V to hold Pr0eðV jpeðVÞÞ;
end
end3.3. An example
Fig. 1 shows an example refractored BN using RIS(L =1). E is the evidence vertex. Here, r1(CjE) = r1(BjE) = {A}. Refractor
arcs A? B and A? C are added. Note that arc A? B adjusts for the fact that the inﬂuence relationship between A and B has
changed through evidence E. Arc E? D is no longer required and is removed as in [40]. Fig. 1 also shows the CPT extension of
vertex C.
Initially the arc A? C has no quantitative causal inﬂuence, until CPT learning updates the CPT. The (extended) CPTs are
updated using SIS or AIS-BN by merging the samples into the CPT while sampling the posterior. Fig. 2 demonstrates the CPT
learning process with AIS-BN for C of Fig. 1. In this example, the kmax is set to 1 and b is set to 0.5 for g(k) Eq. (7).
3.4. Discussion
The effect of evidence on other vertices is attenuated when the length of the path between the evidence and the vertices
increases [41]. The level threshold L cuts inﬂuences that are L arcs away from the evidence. Because of this observation, low-
ering the level threshold is expected to incur only a limited reduction of the improvement of the error variance of importance
sampling with RIS arc refractors. A further reduction of arcs can be achieved by the parent-set restricted RISp procedure. The
effect of these optimizations depend on the properties of the network, which will be further explored in Section 5.3.
The worst-case time complexity of the factorization algorithm is O(jVj2), while worst-case time complexity of RIS(L =1) is
O(jVj2jAj). However, most of the actual time is spent expanding and updating the CPTs rather than RIS. The additional algo-
rithmic complexity of RIS is balanced by the reduced CPT update costs.
Note that Algorithm 1 performs a search over the network in reverse topological order. The following lemma explains the
advantage.A B
C
E
D
A B
C
D
B:True B:False
C:True
C:False
0.3 0.2
0.7 0.8
B:True B:True B:False B:False
C:True
C:False
A:True A:False A:True A:False
0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2
0.7 0.7 0.8 0.8
Extend
Original CPT
Extended CPT
Fig. 1. Example BN before and after the RIS (L =1). The CTP extension of vertex C is shown.
B:True B:True B:False B:False
C:True
C:False
A:True A:False A:True A:False
0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2
0.7 0.7 0.8 0.8
B:True B:True B:False B:False
C:True
C:False
A:True A:False A:True A:False
0.1 0.4 0.18 0.04
0.9 0.6 0.82 0.96
B:True B:True B:False B:False
C:True
C:False
A:True A:False A:True A:False
0.2 0.35 0.19 0.12
0.8 0.65 0.81 0.88
selpmaS morF TPCTPC dednetxE yllaitinI
New CPT
Fig. 2. New CPT of variable C of Fig. 1, as learned using AIS-BN.
Fig. 3. Result of a backward (left) and forward (right) search to add arc refractors.
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forward topological search. Furthermore, the arcs added by reversing the topological search over evidence vertices in Algorithm 2
would be the same as added by a forward topological search in Algorithm 2.
The reason is quite intuitive and Fig. 3 illustrates the effect of the search direction on an example network. As can be ob-
served, a forward search produces an extra redundant arc.
4. Sample rejection reduction with arc refractors
Straight-forward application of importance sampling on BN may lead to poor performance when the underlying proba-
bility distributions of the networks are not strictly positive [29,33]. For those networks, importance sampling may generate
many inconsistent samples that have a zero probability weight in the sampling distribution. Because inconsistent samples do
not contribute to the sum estimate of the distribution, the sample is rejected. A relatively high rate of rejection leads to an
inefﬁcient sampling process.
In the following section, we brieﬂy restate the deﬁnition of inconsistent samples, describe the common causes, and pres-
ent two effective approaches to reduce sample rejection based on RIS.
4.1. Inconsistent samples
A sample xi with w(xi) = 0 is called inconsistent, since xi is an impossible event w(xi) = 0) p(xi) = 0 by Assumption 1. For-
tunately, when the prior probability distribution Pr of a BN is strictly positive, evidential reasoning is not hampered by sam-
ple rejection, as stated more formally below.
Lemma 2. Let BN = (G,Pr) such that Pr is strictly positive, that is "v 2 Cfg(V):Pr(v) > 0. For any observation E = e the posterior
distribution Pr(je) is strictly positive, that is "x 2 Cfg(VnE):Pr(xje) > 0.Proof. From "v 2 Cfg(V):Pr(v) > 0 we have Pr(e) > 0. Hence, 8x 2 CfgðV n EÞ : PrðxjeÞ ¼ Prðx; eÞPrðeÞ > 0. h
From Lemma 2 and Assumption 1 we can easily see that Pr(xi) > 0) f(x) > 0 ^ Pr(xije) > 0, and hence w(xi) > 0 for any
sample xi and any evidence e. By contrast however, when the probability distribution of a BN is not strictly positive, impor-
tance sampling may generate many inconsistent samples thereby signiﬁcantly reducing the efﬁciency of importance
sampling.
There are two common cases that cause the importance sampling process to generate inconsistent samples xi when
f(xi) > 0 while p(xi) = 0)w(xi) = 0. Suppose sample xi = (x1, . . . ,xn) 2 Cfg(Xi), Xi = VnE, generated by an importance function
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X2XiPr
0ðXjpðXÞ; eÞ is inconsistent Pr(xije) = 0, where Pr0(Xjp(X),e) is the BN’s (updated) CPT for evidence e, e.g. CPT
updating using (6) and (7), or LBP. We have two possibilities:
1. For all xj 2 {x1, . . . ,xn}, the conﬁguration of p(Xj) is consistent with both xi and e, and we have that Pr(xjjp(xj),e) > 0 and
Pr0(xjjp(Xj),e) > 0. There must be an ek of e = (e1, . . . ,em) that is inconsistent Pr(ekjp(Ek),e) = 0 for at least one conﬁguration
of p(Ek) consistent with xi. In this case the forward sampling procedure detects that ek is inconsistent with the sample xi
and the sample is rejected.
2. There is an xj 2 {x1, . . . ,xn} such that Pr(xjjp(Xj),e) = 0 for a conﬁguration of p(Xj) that is consistent with both xi and e,
despite that Pr0(xjjp(Xj),e) > 0. Thus, the sample xi is rejected.
To illustrate the ﬁrst cause, consider for example the BN shown in Fig. 4. Suppose B = true is observed. Awill be set to false
most frequently. Note that when A = false, the probability of B = true is 0. This problem persists with all sampling methods,
though the probability of rejection may vary. For example, in Stratiﬁed sampling with 10,000 iterations, not even one con-
sistent sample will be generated.
Advanced importance sampling algorithms approach the posterior probability distribution through CPT learning. For the
example in Fig. 4 after learning about 1000 samples, AIS-BN changes the CPT Pr(A = true) = 0.909 and Pr(A = false) = 0.091.
Thus, most of the samples after 1000 iterations will be consistent. However, the effectiveness of CPT learning to mitigate this
problem is still limited and a large number of iterations is required to reduce the rejection rate. Even worse is that for most
CPT learning algorithms it is impossible to increase the probability of an impossible event. The rejection problem also occurs
in backward sampling, because forward sampling is part of all backward sampling strategies.
The second cause of sample rejection may occur with certain CPT updates that modify Pr0(xjjp(Xj),e) to nonzero. For exam-
ple, the -cutoff heuristic [29–31,21] should be implemented to avoid the modiﬁcation of zero entries. 4 This restriction of the
heuristic ensures that no invalid samples are introduced.
4.2. RIS-based zero probability backﬁlling
We propose Zero Probability Backﬁlling (ZPB), a RIS-based strategy to reduce sample rejection. ZPB prevents importance
sampling from instantiating p(Ek) to a conﬁguration consistent with the sample when Pr(ekjp(Ek)) = 0, which corresponds to
the ﬁrst case discussed in Section 4.1. ZPB propagates zero conditional probabilities towards the network roots when evi-
dence is observed. The additional arcs introduced by RIS support this propagation.
Algorithm 4. ZPB procedure
Procedure ZPB (BN,e)
Input: BN = (G,Pr), evidence e for E # V
Result: Modiﬁed Pr into Pr0 CPTs
for i 1 to jEj do
foreach p 2 Cfg(p(Ei)) do
1 if Pr(eijp) = 0 then ZPBProp (BN,p,£);
end
end
Procedure ZPBProp (BN,x,Visited)
Input BN = (G,Pr), conﬁguration x for X # V
Result: Modiﬁed Pr into Pr0 CPTs
if x 2 Visited then return;
foreach V 2 V do
2 if X # p(V) [ {V} then
foreach p 2 Cfg(p(V)) do
if p is consistent with x then
foreach v 2 Cfg(V) do
if v is consistent with x then Pr0ðv j pÞ  0;
end
3 if V R X _ 8v : Pr0ðv j pÞ ¼ 0 then ZPBProp (BN,p,Visited [ {x});
end
end
end
end4 The SMILE tool [30,31] does not modify zero CPT entries in the e-cutoff heuristic.
AB
A : False A : True
0.999999 0.000001
A : False A : True
B : False
B : True
1 0
0 1
Fig. 4. An example BN with two vertices.
A
C
A : False A : True
0.999999 0.000001
B
B: False B: True
0.999999 0.000001
A: False A: False A: True A: True
C: False
C: True
B: False B: True B: False B: True
0 0 0 0.2
1 1 1 0.8
Fig. 5. Example Bayesian network.
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ﬁguration p = (p1, . . . ,pm) of its parent set p(Ek) = {P1, . . . ,Pm}. ZPB ﬁnds a vertex V with p(Ek) # p(V) [ {V}, and forces
Pr0ðv jpðVÞ n pðEkÞ;pÞ ¼ 0 for all conﬁgurations v of V, where 0 indicates the forced zero value.5
During the sampling process, if event (P1 = p1, . . . ,Pk = pk) is instantiated, the sampling process will stop at vertex V, be-
cause Pr0(Vjp(V)np(Ek),p) = 0. When V is sampled before Ek, the sampling process discovers that the sample is inconsistent
earlier. If the CPT changes to Pr0ðV jpðVÞÞ ¼ 0 for all conﬁgurations V given the conﬁguration p(V), the impossible event con-
ﬁgurations are propagated further (line 3 in ZPB). If impossible event conﬁgurations are propagated to the root vertices,
inconsistent samples can be completely eliminated.
We prove the correctness of the ZPB procedure.
Theorem 3. Let BN, V, e and E as deﬁned in Algorithm 4. Let Pr be the probability distribution of a BN before applying ZPB and f the
importance function deﬁned by Pr0 after applying ZPB to BN given evidence e for E. Then, "v 2 Cfg(V)V e 	 v:Pr(v) > 0) f(v) > 0.
Thus, f(v) supports Pr(vje) by Lemma 2 and Assumption 1 is met for the prior and posterior.Proof. See Appendix C. h
The requirement p(Ek) # p(V) [ {V}, that is needed for full propagation towards the roots, may not always be satisﬁed for
any given BN. Consider for example Fig. 5. Vertex A and B are not connected, thus we cannot modify the CPTs to exclude the
impossible conﬁgurations (A = false,B = true,C = false) and (A = false,B = false,C = false).
However, after applying the RIS procedure this requirement is frequently met, since those parent vertices are likely to be
connected after arc refractoring due to the additional arcs that extend the parent set of vertices topologically ahead of Ek. For
example, either a new arc A? B or a new arc B? A will be added in the example shown in Fig. 5 by RIS, since A and B are
conditionally dependent on the observed evidence C.
Without the RIS and ZPB modiﬁcation, the BN in Fig. 5 consistently produces rejected samples. Suppose C = false is ob-
served. A = false will be sampled most frequently and rejected. Similar for B = false. After the addition of arc A? B by RIS,
the ZPB procedure clears the CPT entries of A and B to 0 to eliminate the sample rejection.
5. Experimental results
In this section we report our empirical validation of our methods with several experiments.
5.1. Test cases and measurement methods
We used two classes of test cases to cover the different aspects of the experiments:5 Forcing zero entries in the CPT is for signaling only. Because this invalidates the axioms of probability, we use 0 to denote these marked zeros.
Table 1
Bayesian networks used in experiments.
BN jVj jAj maxjp(V)j Prob. distribution
Alarm  37 37 46 4 Positive
HeparII  70 70 123 6 Positive
Pathﬁnder 109 195 5 Nonnegative
ANDES 223 338 6 Nonnegative
MUNIN 1041 1397 3 Nonnegative
810 H. Yu, R. van Engelen / International Journal of Approximate Reasoning 51 (2010) 800–8191. Synthetic BN, which are randomly generated with 20 or 21 vertices and 30 or 31 arcs. Each random variable has 2 or 3
states. The CPT for each variable is randomly generated with uniform distribution for the probability interval [0.1,0.9] and
with bias for the extreme probabilities in intervals (0,0.1) and (0.9,1). The size of these BN make it tractable to compute
the MSE and KL-divergence required for method validation.
2. Five real-world BNs: Alarm-37 [42], HeparII-70 [43], Pathﬁnder [44], ANDES [45] and MUNIN [46]. The distributions of
these networks are more extreme than the synthetic BN. The distributions of Alarm-37 and HeparII-70 are strictly positive.
Pathﬁnder, ANDES andMUNIN are non-negative and are used to verify our RIS ZPB procedure.Table 1 shows the main char-
acteristics of these BN.
In the experiments, all evidences and observed values were generated randomly. Table 2 lists the abbreviations used in
the experiments with their meanings. RIS(L = n) denotes the RIS algorithm with level n, where L =1 represents full RIS.
RISp(L = n) denotes the parent-set restricted RIS algorithm. The sufﬁx ‘‘+0” indicates RIS with ZPB, e.g. RIS(L = 2) + 0 indicates
RIS level 2 with ZPB.
The Mean Squared Error (MSE) metric was used to measure the error of the importance sampling results Pr0e compared to
the exact solution Pre:Table 2
Samplin
Sam
AIS
SIS
LBP
EPIS
Strat
Gibb
DIS
RIS(L
RISA
RISSMSE ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1P
Xi2Xni
X
Xi2X
Xni
j¼1
Pr0eðxijÞ  PreðxijÞ
 2vuut ;where X = VnE. We also measured the KL-divergence (KLD) of the approximate and exact posterior probability distributions:KLD ¼
X
CfgðXÞ
PreðxÞ ln PreðxÞPr0eðxÞ
:Theorem 1 gives a lower bound for the KL-divergence of the posterior probability distributions of SIS and AIS-BN, which is
indicated in the results by the PostKLD lower bound.5.2. RIS-based AIS and SIS results
We compared the MSE of four algorithms, AIS, RISAIS, SIS, and RISSIS on positive distributed BN (both synthetic and real-
world). For this comparison a selection of 21 BN from the generated synthetic test case suite was made. The other 79 test
cases have PostKLD 6 0.1, which means according to Theorem 1 that the RIS advantage is expected to be modest to low.
Fig. 6 shows the results for the 21 synthetic BN, where the sample frequency is varied from 1000 to 19,000 in increments
of 1000. The dark shaded column in the ﬁgures represent the ratio of lowest MSE cases for RISAIS versus AIS and RISSIS ver-
sus SIS. A ratio of 50% or higher indicates that the RIS algorithm has lower error variance than the non-RIS algorithm. For
RISAIS this is the case for all but one of the 19 measurements taken In total, the MSE is lowest for RISAIS in 61.4% on averageg methods.
pling method Description
Adaptive Importance Sampling, also known as AIS-BN [29]
Self Importance Sampling [20]
Loopy Belief Propagation [34–38]
-BN Evidence Pre-propagation Importance Sampling [30,31]
iﬁed Stratiﬁed Importance Sampling [16]
s Gibbs Sampling [13]
Dynamic Importance Sampling [25,26]
), RISp(L) Section 3
IS RIS-based on AIS
IS RIS-based on SIS
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Fig. 6. Synthetic BN results: ratio of lowest MSE for RISAIS versus AIS, and RISSIS versus SIS.
H. Yu, R. van Engelen / International Journal of Approximate Reasoning 51 (2010) 800–819 811over all samples. For RISSIS this is the case for all but four of the 19 measurements taken. In total, the MSE is lowest for RISSIS
in 58.4% on average over all samples.
It can be expected that the higher the PostKLD lower bound the better the RIS algorithms should perform. In order to
determine the impact with increasing PostKLD, we selected all 100 synthetic BN test cases and measured the KL-divergence
after 11,000 samples.
Fig. 7 shows the results for RISAIS and RISSIS, where the 100 BN are ranked according to the PostKLD. Recall that the Post-
KLD is the lower bound on the KL-divergence of AIS and SIS. From the ﬁgure it can be concluded that AIS and SIS do not ap-
proach the exact solution for a signiﬁcant number of test cases, whereas RISAIS and RISSIS are not limited by the bound due
to arc refractoring.
Interestingly, the RISSIS and SIS results are better on average than RISAIS and AIS. In this study SIS appears to approach
the PostKLD closer than AIS. This is largely due to the use of the -cutoff in AIS. It should be noted that around points 1 and 26
in Fig. 7 the KLD of RISAIS is worse compared to AIS. The reason is that -cutoff of AIS heuristically changes the original CPT
which may have a negative impact on the RIS algorithm’s ability to adjust the CPT to the optimal importance function. Others
[30] have also found similar negative effects of -cutoff on ANDES. Further experiments with our setup showed that sup-
pressing the -cutoff on these two cases indeed improved the KLD results. Fig. 8 shows the results for Alarm-37 and Hepar-
II-70, where the sample frequency is varied from 1000 to 19,000 in increments of 1000. The dark column in the ﬁgures
represent the ratio of lowest MSE cases for RISAIS versus AIS and RISSIS versus SIS. A ratio of 50% or higher indicates that
the RIS algorithm has lower error variance than the non-RIS algorithm. For RISAIS this is the case for all but one of the 19
measurements taken. In total, the MSE is lowest for RISAIS in 56.7% on average over all samples. For RISSIS this is the case
for all 19 measurements taken. In total, the MSE is lowest for RISSIS in 60.3% of the cases.
The results show that the RIS algorithms reduced the error variance for synthetic networks and real-world networks. The
RIS approach eliminates the PostKLD lower bound that limits the ability of AIS and SIS to approach the optimal importance
function.
5.3. Parent-set restricted RIS and level search results
To verify the impact of the parent-set restricted RIS and level search algorithms on network complexity (number of arcs)
and sampling accuracy with RIS, we performed experiments with 10 randomly selected synthetic BN and random choices of
ﬁve evidence vertices, giving 50 different test cases.Fig. 7. Synthetic BN results: KLD of RISAIS, RISSIS, AIS and SIS with PostKLD lower bound.
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Fig. 8. Ratio of lowest MSE for RISAIS versus AIS, and RISSIS versus SIS (Alarm-37 and HeparII-70).
Fig. 9. Synthetic BN: average number of new arcs.
812 H. Yu, R. van Engelen / International Journal of Approximate Reasoning 51 (2010) 800–819Fig. 9 compares the complexity of BN after RIS(L =1), RISp(L =1), RIS(L = 1,2) and RISp(L = 1,2) by measuring the average
number of new arcs. From the ﬁgure we see that both the parent-set restricted and the level search approaches can effec-
tively reduce the number of additional arcs, where the full RIS(L =1) is the worst. Not surprisingly, RISp(L = 1) is the most
effective.
Fig. 10 compares the average KLD values of RIS(L =1), RISp(L =1), RIS(L = 1,2), and RISp(L = 1,2). AIS is used for CPT learn-
ing and the number of samples for CPT learning is 10,000. Fig. 10 shows that RISp preserves the property of RIS to break the
lower bound PostKLD. Their average KLD are similar to that of RIS(L =1). Therefore, the parent-set restricted RIS and level
search algorithms preserve the ability of RIS to approach optimal importance function.
Fig. 11 shows the average MSE of of RIS(L =1), RISp(L =1), RIS(L = 1,2), and RISp(L = 1,2). AIS is used for CPT learning in
those tests. 10,000 samples were generated. Fig. 11 shows that the parent-set restricted RIS and level search algorithms do
not degrade the accuracy of sampling. In fact, they perform even better than full RIS RIS(L =1).
We tested RIS algorithms with ZPB on the ANDES network to verify the performance compared to Gibbs Sampling, Loopy
Belief Propagation, Stratiﬁed Sampling and EPIS-BN. We randomly selected 100 sets of evidences and each one has 25 evi-
dences. AIS is used in the following experiments for CPT learning.Fig. 11. Synthetic BN: average MSE, 10,000 samples using AIS for CPT learning.
Fig. 10. Synthetic BN: average KLD, 10,000 samples using AIS for CPT learning.
Fig. 12. ANDES: average new arcs added by various algorithm.
Fig. 13. Pathﬁnder: average inconsistent samples, 12,000 samples.
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RIS(L–1), and RISp(L–1) on ANDES. The parent-set restricted RIS with level search effectively reduces the number of
new arcs on this large network. When comparing RIS(L =1) with the factorization algorithm and full RIS(L =1), we observe
that parent-set restricted RIS with level search generates fewer new arcs in all but a few cases. The impact on MSE and KLD is
reported in the next section.
To verify that the overhead of the RIS procedure is low, we tested the ANDES networks with 25 evidences and 50 cases.
RIS(L = 2) is used and the number of samples is 300,000. We used AIS for sampling/learning. For this typical conﬁguration, the
average percentage time overhead of refractor/sampling is only 0.108% and the average percentage time overhead of refrac-
tor/learning is only 0.099%.
5.4. RIS with ZPB
The following experiments verify the impact of ZPB on the RIS-based algorithms. Because inconsistent samples only occur
in non-strictly positive probability spaces and the effect on the ﬁnal sampling result is only noticeable when the number of
inconsistent samples is a large percentage of the total number of samples, Pathﬁnder was chosen for testing. We randomly
selected 50 groups with 20 evidence vertices each. In each experiment, 12,000 samples were generated. And the compari-
sons are made among various RIS algorithms with and without ZPB.
Fig. 13 shows that ZPB effectively reduces the number of inconsistent samples. The accuracy of inference is improved as
illustrated in Fig. 14. Fig. 14 uses AIS or SIS for CPT learning. It shows a dramatic improvement of the accuracy and conver-
gence of sampling using RIS algorithms with ZPB. For some cases the MSE improvement is a factor of 100.Fig. 14. Pathﬁnder: average MSE, 12,000 samples using AIS and SIS for CPT learning.
Table 3
ANDES: average MSE of RISp.
RISp(L = 3) + 0 RISp(L = 2) + 0 RISp(L = 1) + 0
Average MSE 1.43E03 1.31E03 1.40E03
MSE variance 8.45E05 5.66E05 6.46E05
Fig. 15. ANDES: average MSE of various approximate algorithms.
Fig. 16. ANDES: MSE of RISp(L = 2), EPIS-BN and DIS, 300,000 samples.
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duces the possibility of generating inconsistent samples, they cannot be entirely eliminated.
The results on ANDES Fig. 12 showed a dramatic reduction of arcs. To verify the impact on MSE with RIS and ZPB, Table 3
shows the MSE test results for RISp(L = 1,2,3) + 0. For this test 300,000 samples were generated. The three average MSEs are
close, indicating negligible impact on MSE. We select RISp(L = 2) + 0 as a representation to compare to other approximate
inference algorithms, shown in Figs.15–17.
Fig. 15 compares the average MSE results of Gibbs Sampling, Strateﬁed Sampling, LBP, DIS, EPIS-BN and RISp(L = 2) + 0. We
choose propagation length 100 for of LBP, because 100 is sufﬁcient for LBP to converge on ANDES if it converges. Except
Gibbs Sampling and LBP, the 300,000 samples include both consistent and inconsistent samples. Parameters of DIS are set
according to [26] and parameters of EPIS-BN are set according to [30]. Elvira6 [47] is used for DIS tests. It is easy to verify that
RISp(L = 2) + 0 produces much better results than LBP, Gibbs Sampling and Stratiﬁed Sampling. The average MSEs of DIS and
EPIS-BN are close to that of RISp(L = 2) + 0, in order to further compare EPIS-BN and DIS with RISp(L = 2) + 0, we compare the
MSE between EPIS-BN, DIS and RISp(L = 2) + 0 case by case for all the 100 test cases in Fig. 16.
To highlight the results of Fig. 16, MSE values larger than 0.007 are truncated from Fig. 16. This only affects a few points of
the DIS results. EPIS-BN and DIS are considered the state-of-the-art importance sampling methods for BN. For 91% of the
cases we found that RISp(L = 2) + 0 was better than EPIS-BN. The maximum improvement of the MSE for RISp(L = 2) + 0 over
EPIS-BN is about 4 times. In 94% of the cases we found that RISp(L = 2) + 0 performed better than DIS.
To investigate this further, Fig. 17 shows detailed results for one case from the 100 cases illustrated in Fig. 16. Fig. 17
shows the MSE of RISp(L = 2) + 0, DIS and EPIS-BN ranging from 50,000 samples to 300,000 samples. Also in this case,
RISp(L = 2) performed better than EPIS-BN and DIS after 100,000 sampling iterations. This result indicates improved conver-
gence behavior compared to EPIS-BN and DIS.
Fig. 18 compares the average MSE results between LBP, DIS, EPIS-BN and RISp(L = 2) on MUNIN. We randomly generate 40
test cases, each case contains 20 evidences. The number of samples is 60,000. Parameters and conﬁgurations are similar to
those of ANDES experiments, except that -cutoff is turned on for EPIS-BN and RISp(L = 2) uses LBP for CPT learning. Fig. 19
shows the case by case MSE results of the four algorithms. MSE value larger than 0.08 has been truncated for clear compar-
ison. From Fig. 18 and 19, we see RISp(L = 2) performs best. EPIS-BN has very close performance to that of RISp(L = 2), but its
variance is high. In some cases DIS performs as good as EPIS-BN and RISp(L = 2), but in other cases it performs worse.6 We had to make a small modiﬁcation to Elvira to also count the number of inconsistent samples for the total number of samples to ensure fair comparisons
in our experiments.
Fig. 17. ANDES: MSE of RISp(L = 2), DIS and EPIS-BN for n  50,000 samples.
Fig. 18. MUNIN: average MSE of RISp(L = 2), LBP, DIS and EPIS-BN, 60,000 samples.
Fig. 19. MUNIN: MSE of RISp(L = 2), LBP, DIS and EPIS-BN, 60,000 samples.
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pling with SIS and AIS-BN. For strictly positive BN it is best to set L to 2 or 3 to break the KLD lower bound. If the structure of
the BN is ﬂat and the in-degree is small, then L can be increased above 2 or 3 so that the importance function can approach to
posterior probability more closely without dramatically increasing the density of the network. For a BN that exhibits high
levels of determinism (zeros in the CPT), the use of ZPB with RISp(L) helps signiﬁcantly to reduce inconsistent samples.
However, the best performing RIS algorithm depends on the actual BN used. There is no single algorithm that beats all
others in all test cases on lowering the MSE and variance, while ensuring low arc density of the refractored BN. The choice
depends on the importance of the tradeoff between the resulting network density increase and reduction of the error var-
iance of the RIS-based sampling method.
6. Comparison to related work
EPIS-BN uses the factorization algorithm [31] to restructure a BN to improve importance function learning. Factorization
ﬁrst marks all ancestors of the evidence vertices, then adds new arcs between the parents of each marked vertex in a back-
ward sweep. If there is only one evidence vertex the factorization algorithm is equivalent to the RIS algorithm. This is more
formally stated in the following proposition.
Proposition 1. If there is only one observed vertex (evidence) and the refractor (RIS) algorithm and factorization algorithm use the
same topological ordering, then new arcs added by these two algorithms are the same.
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For multiple evidence vertices the RIS algorithm produces fewer arcs, a desirable property. The factorization algorithm
introduces many unnecessary arcs on average, leading to denser networks compared to the RIS methods. The experiments
in Section 5.3 Fig. 12 explore this further. In large complex BN, factorization may add a lot of new arcs, thus increasing the
density of BN signiﬁcantly. In [31] the authors design a simpliﬁed factorization method which only adds new arc between
parents of evidences. This simpliﬁed factorization is equivalent to RISp(L = 1), because Algorithm 3 only visits parents of evi-
dences and L = 1, so new arcs can only be added between parents of evidences. However, our experiments show that L > 1
gives the lowest average MSE and lowest MSE variance, e.g. L = 2 in Table 3. Therefore, Algorithm 3 provides more ﬂexibility
to explore the RIS space.
Reconstruction algorithms based on variable elimination [23,24] reconstruct the potentials. Since the size of a potential is
exponential to the width of the elimination order, certain approximations, such as the mini-bucket algorithm [22], must be
used to constrain the size of the potentials. A recent advanced example of this approach is DIS [25,26]. DIS reduces the error
of approximation by probability tree pruning and by reﬁning potentials during sampling. However, DIS and variable elimi-
nation-based algorithms do not fully leverage the result of Theorem. 2. If the sampling order is consistent with the topolog-
ical order of a BN, there is no need to modify the CPT of a vertex that is not an ancestor of evidences. If the elimination order
is not consistent with a reversed topological order, then the potentials of a vertex that is not an ancestor of an evidence ver-
tex will be reconstructed. Since practical reconstruction algorithms (mini-bucket, probability tree pruning) are not exact,
approximation errors are thus introduced in those potentials. Unfortunately, this problem cannot be simply resolved by forc-
ing elimination order to follow a reversed topological order, because a reversed topological order may induce a larger elim-
ination width.
7. Conclusions
A critical problem in importance sampling on Bayesian networks is to select an optimal importance function to sample
the distribution. Importance functions start deviating from the optimal importance function under evidential reasoning on a
network, even when adaptive methods are used that adjust an importance function to the evidence by learning. In this article
we proposed a family of Refractor Importance Sampling (RIS) algorithms that apply ‘‘arc refractors” to the network by adding
arcs and adjusting the conditional probability tables in the network. The parent-set restricted RIS with level search reduces
the number of new arcs while ensuring the RIS algorithm’s sampling accuracy. We tested the validity and performance of the
algorithms using a set of synthetic networks and real-world networks, showing signiﬁcant sampling improvements. RIS-
based algorithms can be combined with Zero Probability Backﬁlling to reduce sample rejection, a common problem of
importance sampling on non-strictly positive probability distributions.
Appendix A. Proof of Theorem 1
Proof. The KL-divergence [39] between Pre and cPre, where X = VnE, is (see also [32]):
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ln PrðxjpðXÞÞ þPCfgðpðEÞÞPrðpðeÞjeÞ lnQE2EPrðejpðEÞÞ  ln PrðeÞ is constant. To minimize the divergence between Pre and cPre
we can only minimize
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Proof. Let X = VnE. From Theorem 1 the KL-divergence between Pre and cPre is PCfgðXÞPrðxjeÞ ln
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Because p(E) \ (VnE) =£) "X 2 X:Pr(Xjp(X),e) = Pr(Xjp(X)) we can set cPreðXjpeðXÞÞ ¼ PrðXjpðXÞÞ to minimize the
divergence. Then,X
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and the KL-divergence between Pre and cPre is zero. h
Appendix C. Proof of Theorem 3
Proof. Because "v 2 Cfg(V)V e 	 v and Pr(v) > 0, we have PrðvÞ ¼Qv2vPrV ðv jpðvÞÞ > 0. Here, PrV represents CPT of variable
V. Let fV represent CPT (or importance function) of variable V after ZPB, f ðvÞ ¼
Q
v2v fV ðv jpðvÞÞ. Suppose f(v) = 0, then $Vn 2 V
and vn 2 v
V
p(vn) 	 v satisfy fVn ðvnjpðvnÞÞ ¼ 0. Since Pr(v) > 0) Pr(vn|p(vn)) > 0, we have that fVn ðvnjpðvnÞÞmust have been
modiﬁed by ZPB. According to line 2 of ZPB there is a sequence: E,V1,  ,Vn, that satisﬁes E 2 E
V
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V
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vn1, p(vn1) consistent with v and fVn1 ðvn1jpðvn1ÞÞ ¼ 0. Repeating this in ZPB, we ﬁnd conﬁguration e,p(E) consistent with
v and PrE(ejp(E)) = 0 (from line 1 of ZPB). This conﬂicts with Pr(v) > 0. Thus the assumption that f ðvÞ ¼
Q
v2vfV ðvjpðvÞÞ ¼ 0
was invalid. Hence, by contradiction we conclude that "v 2 Cfg(V)V e 	 v, Pr(v) > 0) f(v) > 0. h
Appendix D. Proof of Proposition 1
Proof. Name the vertex observed as E.
First we prove that the arc added in the factorization algorithm will also be added in refractor algorithm. Assume that an
arc A? B is added in factorization algorithm, according to the factorization algorithm vertetics A and B must have at least
one common child (assumed to be vertex C). C is either the ancestor of evidence E or even the evidence E itself. But C could
not be ancestor or parent of B. This means that there a path A! E, and the vertex B and its parents are not in this path. So the
arc A? B should be added in refractor algorithm.
Second we prove that the arc added in the refractor algorithm will also be added in factorization algorithm by
mathematic induction and assume n is the number of unobserved vertex in the graph.
When n = 1, refractor algorithm is equivalent to factorization algorithm.
Assume when n = k, this is also true. Now consider situation n = k + 1 and let us call the vertex which is topologically
ahead of any other vertex as A. Considering both refractor and factorization algorithms visit vertex backwardly, if A is
removed from the graph, for the remaining graph, refractor and factorization algorithms are equivalent because of the
assumption.
If there is no new arc added between A and any of other vertex by refractor algorithm, then either A is not ancestor of any
evidence, or A have no common child with any other vertex which is not directly connected with A, or both. So factorization
algorithm will also not add any new arc between A and other vertex.
If new arc A? B is added in refractor algorithm, then there is a directed path A! E and this path is not D-separated by B
and its parents. We name the child of A on the path A! E as C. Now let us discuss the relationship between C and B.
If B! C exists. Let D be the child of B on path B! C. if A? D exists, A? B will be added by factorization algorithm. If
A? D not exists, A? D will be added by both factorization and refractor algorithm, because they have common
descendent C.
818 H. Yu, R. van Engelen / International Journal of Approximate Reasoning 51 (2010) 800–819If B! C does not exist, then the path B! E can not be D-seperated by C and its parents. We also know that B is
topologically ahead of C (because if C is ahead B, then C? B either exists, or is added by refractor algorithm, or all the paths
C! E have been blocked by B and its parents, then A? B cannot be added by refractor algorithm), so according to refractor
algorithm, B will be added as the parent of C. Thus A? B will also be added by factorization algorithm. hReferences
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